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STATE LIBRARY OF MASSACHUSETTS
A Projection of Goals and Needs
The State Library of Massachusetts was organized in 1826
to provide library service to the Governor and the other con-
stitutional officers of the Commonwealth, the Governor's Council,
the General Court, and their staffs. The growth in size and
scope of the state's government since that time has brought with
it a need for enlarged, sophisticated library and information
resources. The problems with which the state government deals
have increased in complexity; the information required by law-
makers and public administrators in finding solutions to these
problems has increased on a comparable scale. The natural re-
servoir for such research-related information for both the exe-
cutive and legislative branches is the State Library.
As a central research library facility for government, the
library's collections must meet the current informational require-
ments of state agencies and the General Court. The library is
also expected to contain all information of a historical nature
relative to Massachusetts' government, society, and economy. Its
collections must provide supportive or comparative information on
all aspects of public affairs, both current and historic, in the
United States and the other nations of the world.
The library and its bank of information must be managed and
serviced by a staff of skilled, professionally trained librarians
and an adequate support staff to retain the currency of the col-
lections^to provide rapid access to the information, and to
maintain the cleanliness and order of its collections andquarters.
Any rational approach to solving the problems of access to
the mass of information available to assist in governmental
problem-solving can not contemplate reductions in the library's
staff and material acquisition budget. The library's staff re-
quires strengthening both in expertise and in numbers to enable
it to meet current and future service demands.
The State Library's present quarters have not been modern-
ized since their construction in 1895 and are inadequate for the
library's modern role. Staff work space is impossibly ineffi-
cient. Major long-range decisions are required concerning the
library's space and location and these decisions can wait no
MISSIONS
longer.
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Over the years the library's collection grew in such an
uncontrolled manner that available space became impossibly
crowded. A balanced program of purge, transfer to microform,
and collection growth and enrichment is required. The overall
size of the collection should be reduced to andheld at about
750,000 volumes by purging it of irrelevant and obsolete items.
Some portions of the collection important for retention should
be converted to microform. At the same time the library must
continue to add new materials on a regular basis in order to
respond to the continuing information needs of state government.
The goal of this effort will be a viable blend of both current
and historic materials of importance to a public affairs re-
searcher, as well as a scholar interested in subjects concerning
Massachusetts.
The State Library must not only maintain its normal or
traditional library services, but it must watch carefully new
developments in the field of data processing in order to improve
the cost effectiveness of providing required information. Access
to machine readable data banks must be secured when the available
information is relevant to the library's basic mission. The
library can not ignore new concepts of information control and
retrieval. That is the straight path to atrophy for the State
Library
.
There are other potential audiences for the State Library's
resources and services. The informational requirements of towns
and cities on governmental or technical questions are not being
very well met. Many of the courts and attorneys outside of the
state's three large urban centers have largely inadequate legal
information services available to them. Historical societies
around the state have need of back-up resources to meet their
public demands. Most of the state executive agencies have little
knowledge of the State Library's resources or services. The
library heretofore has been reluctant to publicize itself to these
other audiences since its staff is already overtaxed in meeting
the demands presently being made on it.
The State Library does not operate in a vacuum. Other
libraries are serving to some extent parts of the same audiences.
It is paramount in all library planning that no two government
supported libraries should be assigned the same role and that
all duplication of efforts be minimized. However, the State
Library's continuing important role in storing and dispensing
information, and conserving a portion of the heritage of this
Commonwealth must not be neglected by the priority-ordering policy
makers
,
QUARTERS
The north wing of the State House in which the main reading
room of the State Library is located was built in the 1890's. It
replaced the Bryant wing built in the 1850's which had housed
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principally the State Library and State Archives on adjoining
floors. When the library's present quarters were constructed,
they were considered the very epitome of library architectural
design. Unfortunately, 80 years later there are strong con-
trary opinions. The library's physical problems can be briefly
inventoried as follows:
1. Staff working conditions are noisy, inefficient,
hot or cold depending on the season, and "sweat
shop" in nature. The overcrowding produces an
almost tangible sense of psychological stress.
These conditions most assuredly will provide a
continuous source of labor grievances and dis-
content .
2. User space is totally inadequate for the libr-
ary's present clientele. During the busiest
periods library users are required to stand
while using library material due to lack of
seats or table space. Users are crowded around
small tables providing absolutely no confiden-
tiality for work being done.
3. Space and equipment for housing the collection is
substandard. Despite major adjustments in the
arrangement of the library's collection, and des-
pite a heavy purge of irrelevant and obsolete mate-
rial, the space available to house a collection
adequate to meet the library's ongoing needs simply
cannot be found in the space currently assigned to
it.
4. The use of space and its physical lay-out is poor,
and access to available space is grotesquely anti-
quated. The ancient (1909) passenger lift cannot
take a book truck and library material must be
hand carried from floor to floor because there is
no communicating elevator access to all stack levels.
5. Card catalogs, map storage cabinets, book shelving,
book lifts, etc. are of ancient vintage and have
become quaint reminders of an earlier era. They
are not the efficient modern tools needed in mod-
ern library service.
6. Security over the collection is almost nonexistent.
Anyone can leave the library at anytime with any-
thing he wishes. Access to remote stack areas is
largely uncontrolled.
7. The library's climate is oppressive in the summer
and chilled in the winter and neither extreme is
good for people or books. The library must be
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totally a ircond it ioned if for no other reason than
to keep out urban dirt and air pollution which is
doing extensive damage to the library's collection.
The noise level in the nublic area of the library
frequently reaches a frenetic level.
8. In order to introduce access terminals to remote
computer data banks and other sophisticated equip-
ment it is necessary to find suitable space for them
and for the users of this equipment.
Renovation and modernization are long overdue. Planning and
funding for the library's renovation and expansion must be moved
from long-range to essential or urgent.
It is certainly obvious to anyone familiar with th*^ library's
services that the State Library must and will remain in the State
House. A logical plan of action to remedy the present physical
problems of the library would include the following steps:
I. Transfer a significant portion of the lesser used mate-
rials, including bound newspapers, located in the State
Library's annex to the New England Depository Librarv
in Brighton where the State Library's rented space is
not used efficiently at present.
II. Transfer all of the library's rare materials, special
collections and much of the older material classified
in the Dewey classification system to vacated and up-
graded space in the library's annex. Adequate and
sophisticated staff would be assigned to service and
conserve the portion of the collection housed in that
remote location.
III. Use the main reading room and renovated main stacks
for the collection and staff needed to provide cur-
rent information services.
IV. Assign additional space on the fifth floor of the
north wing of the State House to the library for use
as offices and staff work space.
V. Use the vacated work space on the library's mezzanine
for expanded user space.
VI. Renovate the library's main and fifth floor stacks
so as to provide additional shelf user space.
The above six steps plus keeping the library's collection
to a pre-set size and transferring an increased portion of the
collection to microform should permit the library to function
effectively for many years in the future.
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STAFFING
The State Library's staffing pattern has been a victim of
the historically politicized state personnel system. However,
after a long struggle the state personnel system has recognized
1 ibrar ianship as a profession and established classifications
and a career ladder for librarians throughout state service.
Futhermore, all of the support library classifications, the
qualifications for appointment, and the job descriptions should
also receive close review as part of a statewide personnel clas-
sification study. This change in attitude in state personnel
administration is welcomed warmly.
Attached is a staffing chart clearly outlining the personnel
goals for the library. The plan projects the addition of eleven
additional positions in order for the State Library to perform all
of its current and anticipated responsibilities. It also calls
for the upgrading of the skills required of the library's employees
so that new techniques in data processing, conservation, document
control, cataloging, etc. may be introduced into the State Library.
It also projects the expansion of the libjrary's staff of profes-
sional librarians from the present 6 to 15. The plan would, how-
ever, maintain the desired ratio of one professional to two support
positions. There would also be increased specialization among the
professional positions covering the needs of the library in the
areas of special collections and reference service.
Ideally if the library is to provide the best service pos-
sible to the General Court it should be possible for the legis-
lature to permanently assign members of its staff to work as part
of the library staff as subject specialists. They would work in
liaison with each of the standing and special committees, serving
as conduits for the information required from the library and
assisting in selecting specialized material to be acquired for
the library in support of the legislature's activities.
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STATE LIBRARY OF MASSACHUSETTS
STAFFING GOAL
1978-1982
Pay Grade / Pos . no . Title and Classification
Statutory 31 P State Librarian
14 new T Administrative Assistant
09 24 Principal Clerk
07 33 Senior Clerk Stenographer
07 05 Skilled Helper
04 03 Helper
15 43 P Bibliographic Assistant (Libn II)
19 41 P Chief of Reference & Information Services (Libn IV)
17 new P Principal Reference Libn-Law (Libn III)
15 42 P Senior Reference Libn. (Libn II)
13 15 P Junior Reference Libn. (Libn I)
13 16 P Junior Reference Libn. (Libn I)
13 17 P Junior Reference Libn. (Libn I)
12 18 T Information Technician (Library Tech)
07 new Stack and Page Supervisor (Lib Asst I)
03 08 Library Pages (2 part-time)
03 new Library Pages (2 part-time)
19 32 P Chief of Special Collections and Services (Libn IV)
12 29 T Conservation Technician (Lib. Tech)
12 20 T Public Services Technician (Lib Tech)
12 new T Map Technician (Lib Tech)
07 02 Skilled Helper
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07 14 Library Assistant (Lib Asst. I)
07 new Library Assistant (LA I)
03 39 Library Pages (2 Part-time)
19 01 P Chief of Documents and Serial Services (Libn IV)
15 new P Serials Librarian (Libn II)
15 new P Documents Librarian ^Libn I)
12 23 T Serials Technician (Lib Tech)
12 25 T Federal Doc Technician (Lib Tech)
12 30 T State Doc Technician (Lib Tech)
09 26 Library Assistant (LA II)
07 13 Library Assistant (LA I)
07 40 Library Assistant (LA I)
03 new Library Pages (2 part-time)
03 new Junior Clerk/Typist (2 part-time)
19 35 P Chief of Technical Services (Libn IV)
15 new P Principal Cataloger (Libn II)
13 04 P Junior Cataloger (Libn I)
12 22 T Data Processing Technician (Lib Tech)
12 36 T Acquisitions Technician (Lib Tech)
12 37 T Cataloging Technician (Lib Tech)
09 28 Library Assistant
,
(Lib Asst II)
07 11 Library Assistant (Lib Asst I)
03 09 Junior Clerk/Typists (2 part-time)
45 POSITIONS: 15 professionals 10 technicians 20 support or clerical
Ratio: 1 professional: 2 support
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STATE LIBRARY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Staffing Organization
January 1, 1978
Grade Pos. No, Title and Ca 1 s s i f ica t ion
tutory 31 State Librarian Rine er
19 35 Assistant State Librarian (Counsel I) Case
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
18 32 Director of Acquisitions Fox
09 24 Principal Clerk Swirbalus
07 33 Senior Clerk-Stenographer Tarmey
07 02 Skilled Helper (Custodian) Taylor
07 05 Skilled Helper (Custodian) Ansaldi
REFERENCE/ INFORMATION
15 42 Chief, Reference/Information (LibnII) Osl in
12 15 Legislative Library Reference Asst. McLellan
11 16 Library Reference Asst. Fontes
11 17 Library Reference Asst. Murray
11 18 Library Reference Asst. Ross
07 11 Jr. Library Asst. (vacant
)
03 08A Library Page (Part-time) Adelman
03 39B Library Page (Part-time) (vacant
TECHNICAL SERVICES
15 43 Chief, Technical Services (LibnII) Davies
13 04 Cataloger Nile
11 37 Library Reference Asst. Murphy
09 30 Senior Library Asst. Pizz i
09 28 Senior Library Asst. MacLean
09 36 Senior Library Asst. Matchett
07 14 Junior Library Asst. (vacant
03 09A Junior Clerk Typist (Part-time) Keohane
03 09B Junior Clerk Typist (Part-time (vacant
SERIAL/DOCUMENTS
15 01 Serial/Documents Librarian (Libn II) Motta
12 22 Exchange/Binding Asst. Douglass
09 26 Senior Library Asst. Allen
09 25 Senior Library Asst. Harper
09 23 Senior Library Asst. Pellegrini
07 13 Junior Library Asst. 0 ' Flanagan
07 40 Junior Library Asst. Aue
03 04 Helper, State Library (vacant
03 08B Library Page (Part-time) Suslak
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
19 41 Special Collections Librarian (Libn IV) (vacant
12 20 Supervisor, State Library Annex Pari a
11 29 Library Reference Asst. Sullivan
03 3 9A Library Page (Part-time) (vacant
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THE COLLECTION
The Commonwealth's government started a book collection
the moment it started in 1780. In 1826 all books, maps, and
other printed material in the State House were concentrated in
one room and the State Library was founded. The collection
grew with only the restraints of poor funding controlling its
size. The library currently contains 831,000 cataloged books,
75,000 units of microform, 130 current newspaper titles, and
1,500 current periodical titles. The role of the library has
now been clearly redefined and the collection must be purged
of obsolete items and material irrelevant to the library's
contemporary missions.
Collection Policy
The current material collecting policy of the library in
summary is as follows:
1/ To maintain a basic core collection containing basic
information on any conceivable subject needed in the operation
of the state's government and in the work of its officers and
employees. It collects comprehensively in the following general
areas
:
Public law and the making of law (as contrasted to the
law of private practice).
Government and political science.
Public administration, public finance, and taxation.
Economics, commerce, and labor.
Social problems, public health, and public welfare.
Educational policy, finance, and governance.
Natural resources, the environment, and their conservation.
Statistics
.
Transportation and public utilities.
Law enforcement, penology, criminology, and the
administration of justice.
American culture and history with special emphasis on
Massachusetts and New England.
Technology, as it is involved in the functions of
government
.
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2/ To provide informational material quickly on subjects
or problems under current consideration by the General Court,
the executive branch, or the constitutional officers.
3/ To maintain a definitive and exhaustive collection of
all printed materials pertaining to Massachusetts, its local
subdivisions, its society, its history, and its government.
4/ To maintain an extensive law collection with emphasis
on public law for the use of the General Court and all state
agencies and officers.
5/ To maintain an extensive collection of material about
the New England states, the region, its people, and its history.
6/ To maintain a basic core collection of materials on the
United States, its history and its people, and especially the
history of the colonial and revolutionary periods. Emphasis is
given to the history of the Northeast, the original 13 states,
and their European antecedents.
7/ To maintain a definitive collection of all of the of-
ficial printed publications issued by the Massachusetts' state
government
.
8/ To maintain a definitive collection of all of the pub-
lications of the cities, towns, counties, and regional govern-
ments in Massachusetts.
9/ To maintain a selected collection of federal publi-
cations on subjects relevant to state government. These
publications are largely received on depository from the
federal government and the Boston Public Library, as the
regional depository, maintains a definitive collection of all
distributed federal government documentation.
Collection Control
Because little effort was exerted in the past to purge
the library of obsolete material, the collection grew to 875,000
cataloged items and badly outstripped available shelf space.
The collection had become so crowded and so illogically arranged
due to crowding that it became difficult to find anything. In-
sufficient effort was expended in keeping the collection clean
and free of urban grime constantly drifting in through open
windows
.
High priority has been given to reducing the bulk through
judicious weeding. Rare items are being shifted to the treasure
room/vault as they are discovered. The goal is to reduce the
size of collection to a manageable 750,000 cataloged items (not
including other formats such as maps, microforms, etc.). The
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net reductions for the years indicated have been:
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
Items
11,886
12, 391
16 , 589
12 , 982
I terns
15 , 940
17 , 189
27,153
37 , 583
Net reduction
-4,054
-4,798
*10,564
-24 ,601
The current collection total is 831,000 items or 81,000
items to go to meet the goal of a reduction to 750,000. After
that goal is met it will become an annual effort to match ac-
quisitions with withdrawls so as to maintain the status quo in
bulk size.
Progress of Weeding
March 1977
% of collection
4 . 0%General Works 000
Philosophy 100 1.0%
Religion 200 3.0%
Social Sciences 300 2.0%
Sociology 310,360, 390 4.5%
Political Science 320,350 4.0%
Economics/Commerce 330,
380 10.0%
Law (part) 340 18.0%
Education 370 3.0%
Science/Technology 500,
600 13.0%
Geography 910 1.0%
Biography 920 4.5%
World History 930-960,
980-990 4.0%
U.S. History 970 20.0%
Current Collection
classed in L.C.
classification
% weeded
1.0%
1.5%
8 . 0%
100%
3 . 0%
8 . 0%
2 .0%
7 . 0%
1.0%
4 .5%
4 . 0%
20.0%
52%
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Collection Locations
The State Library has 19 separate areas in which it houses
its book, periodical, newspaper, and document collections. Maps
and atlases are housed in five separate areas. Microforms are
filed in three separate areas. Due to the severe overcrowding
the arrangement of the collections in these areas became almost
totally illogical. As the collection is reduced in bulk and as
it is necessary to provide space for the current developing col-
lection, complete revision of the arrangement of the collection
will become necessary and possible. In order to reduce the
amount of retrieval effort by the staff and to gain better user
access to the collection stacks A-1, A-2, and A-4 will be opened
to selected users as soon as possible. The following chart out-
lines what was where, what will go where, in what order, and how
Relocation of the State Library's
Collection
1973-1982
What Was
Reference collection
Law Reporters
What Ha ppens
Weed reference collection
Reorgaiiize law collection
What Will Be
Reference and
Law collection
Current newspapers
Boston city direct-
ories
Boston street lists
Frederick Gay Collec-
tion
Poster collection
Oversize volumes
Microforms
Exhibit current periodicals. Current perio-
Move Boston city directories dicals
and street lists to Annex-1. Current news-
Move Gay Collection to vault. papers
Transfer poster collection Periodical
to BPL. Indexes
Transfer oversize vols, to Current maps
Annex after weeding. Microforms,
part
Law reviews
Law 1, 3a, 3b, 9a
Pamphlet laws.
Town and city codes
and by laws
9a ' s : Weed some, recatalog some
transfer some to Annex.
Law 1, 3a, 3b: Recatalog,
Pre-1840 imprints to vault
Pamphlet Laws: weed
Town & city codes & Bylaws:
weed and update.
Bring law reviews up-to-date.
,Law reviews
State & federal
statutes
State court
reports
Town and city
bylaws
Canadian &
English law
Stack A-2 Biography
Mass. & American
history
Biography: weed and move to Current town
Stack A-3. reports
History: weed and move to Current LC
Stack A-4. collection
Stack A-3 300's, Biography Biographies, weed & conso- 300's
lidate with those from Biography
Stack A-2.
300's weeded
.
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stack A-4 000-200 '
s
370 • s
600-800
'
906's, 929
Weed all. lOO's 600-800's OOO's
moved to stack 5-2. 200's 906's,929
merged with those in Annex-2 . 970'
s
370's weeded and consolidated. 370's (?)
Stack B-1 Mass. official
documents , 9a '
s
9a's weeded and those remain'
ing transferred to Annex-1
Screen Mass. documents.
Mass . official
documents
.
Stack B-2 Scrapbooks
AG opinions. Bar Jrnls
Unbd. periodicals
380
• s, 400 •
s
English Law
Oversize volumes
Pamphlet volumes
Scrapbooks to Annex
prior to microf iching
.
AG opinions to Stack C-2
Bar Jrnls. merged with
Law reviews in Stacks
A-1 and C-1
Weed 380's. Weed 400's and
more to Stack 5-2
English Law to Annex-1 S
Stack A-1
Oversized volumes to Annex-2
Pamphlet Vols, to the Vault
Unbound perio'
dicals
380 • s
370 ' s (?)
Stack C-1 Law reviews, pre-1960 Shift
Lower court reports
Stack C-2 Early case reporters
incl. West's First
Series
.
State statutes, re-
placed volumes
Weed replaced
state statutes,
to Annex-1
Move
Lower court
reports
Early case
reporters
West First
Series
AG opinions
Stack 5-1 Federal Documents
Session laws
Weed federal documents
Consolidate session laws
with those in Stack 5-4
Federal docu-
ments
Stack 5-2 Federal documents
State annuals
City directories
500 • s
900-960; 980-990's
UN documents
Washburn Collection
City directories to
Annex-1
Weed, 500's and 900's
Dispose of UN docum*»nts
Integrate Washburn
Collection
Federal docu-
ments
State annuals
100 ' s , 400 ' s
500-800 ' s
900-960
,
980-990 ' s
Biography (?)
Stack 5-3 Town & city annual
reports
Catch up on binding
backlog
Town & city
annual reports
Stack 5-4 Session laws
Law material
Harvard collection
(370's)
Part of 300's
Consolidate session laws
Law material to Annex-1
Weed Harvard collection and
consolidate with other 370's
Consolidate 300's in Stack A-3
Session laws
Eventually
abandon space
because of
poor security
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Annex 1 000-380'
s
620-670
9 a ' s
Remains of Parker
Collection
Weed everything.
Consolidate 9 a's with those
from Stack A-1 & B-1.
Consolidate 200's from Stack
A-4 .
Move city directories from
Stack 5-2.
Integrate and dispose of
remaining dups. from Parker
Collection
Move 500-600's to Annex 2.
Accept replaced state statutes
from Stack C-2.
000-380 • s
9a's & other
older law
material
City director-
ies
Annex 2 500-590's, 600's
Federal documents
Mass. school reports
Periodicals
Other states' legis-
lative documents
British parliamentary
debates
Newspapers, bound
Weed everything. 500's, 600's
Move other state's legislative Federal docs
documents to NEDL. Mass. school
Move British paliamentary reports
debates to NEDL. Periodicals.
Move newspapers to NEDL. Atlases.
Accept scrapbook collections. Oversize and
oversized volumes, and scrapbooks
atlases
.
Mass. docs, duplicates Reorganize Mass. doc. dupls.
Federal documents.
300-368
630-677
Newspapers
Weed everything.
Consolidate 300's with those
in Annex 1
Consolidate 600's with those
on Annex 2
Move Newspapers to NEDL
Limited Mass
doc. dupls
Federal docu-
ments .
Rarities
Security copies
of Mass. documents
Misc. federal doc
Manuscript material
Early newspapers
Reorganize layout
Move federal documents
to Annex-3
All pre-1840
imprints
Security copies
of Mass doc.
Early News-
papers .
Manuscript col-
lection .
New Eng-
land
Depository
Library
Newspapers
Mass documents
duplicates
Periodicals
Uncataloged dupli-
cates from
Frederick Gay
Collections
Insurance Dept. docu-
ments
Periodicals
Consolidate bound news-
papers from Annex 2 and
Annex 3
Dispose of selected newspapers
Dispose of remains of Gay
collection
Dispose of Insurance Dept.
documents
Weed periodicals
Develop inventory control
for Mass. doc. duplicates
in conjunction with those in
Annex 3
Bound newspapers
until micro-
filmed
Other states '
legislative
documents
Older periodicals
British parlia-
mentary
debates
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Relocation of the State Library's
Maps and Atlas Collection
Library Sheet maps Weed sheet maps
Mezzanine Rollmaps, uncataloged Transfer all except New England
Geological survey maps geological survey maps to BPL
Move roll maps to annex or vault
Catalog historic maps
Current sheet
and geological
survey maps.
Atlases Move all but current
atlases to annex
Current atlases
only
Atlases
Sheet maps
Atlases
Move atlases and sheet maps
to Annex-1
Consolidate and sort all
atlases and sheet maps
Atlases, other
than rare or
current
Sheet maps
,
incl. Sanborn
from vault.
Roll maps,
cat. and
cut
.
Atlases
Sheet maps
Roll maps. cataloged
Move less valuable
atlases and Sanborn
maps to Annex-1
Rare and valu-
able atlases
and sheet
maps .
Conservation
The State Library, by simply being in existence for over
150 years, has accumulated a large collection of rare and unique
books, maps, broadsides, etc. Their physical condition has been
badly neglected and they have been seriously damaged. They have
been the victims of uncontrolled urban air pollution. Beside
the fact that it is important to improve the whole library's
climate with aircondit ioning and humidity control, in order to
protect all materials, it is of paramount urgency to move these
unique items into the climate-controlled security of the vault.
This is being done as rapidly as possible and the purging process
is used to screen the collection for these rarities.
Collections of a special or historic nature are to be moved
to the library's West Wing annex. These include the Frederick
Gay Collection, the Burrillfile on the history of the State House,
the city directory collection, etc. This not only releases space
in the main library stacks and moves some library users to another
reading room, but it puts these special collections in quarters
where they can be more easily used under better security.
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Some of the damage to the library's treasures can be cor-
rected through carefully controlled conservation measures.
Leather bindings can be treated with a solution formulated by
the British Museum. Manuscript collections and rare pamphlets
can be placed in acid-free boxes and envelopes. Loose bindings
can be strenghtened or tied. There are dozens of other steps
that can be taken to roll back the damage to some extent.
In order to perform this conservation work and to service
these special collections under secure conditions, it is pro-
posed to establish a separate unit in the library's ornaniza-
tion to handle these specific duties. The staffing plan pro-
vides greater detail on the personnel to be assigned to this
new special operation.
Exhibits
The library's treasures are little known outside a small
band of local librarians and academicians. Visitors to the
State House and the regular state employees who work in this
building should have an opportunity to see these bibliographic
treasures of the Commonwealth through a series of changing ex-
hibitions. In order to exhibit its rare materials, the library
must acquire suitably lighted, secure display cases which could
be placed in the third floor corridor outside the library's
main reading room. In these glass cabinets could be produced
thematic displays showing to the public the library's treasures
which are very much part of the Commonwealth's historic heritage.
Microform
Where appropriate, portions of the collection should be
transferred to some type of microform. Not only will this
miniaturization contribute to space saving for a library in
very limited quarters, but it will conserve information which
will otherwise totally disappear into piles of crumbled frag-
ments and dust. High acid pulp paper was never expected to be
long-lived. Unfortunately, much of the record of our civili-
zation is inscribed on such a fragile substance.
Some types of material are more easily converted to micro-
form than others. For example, the library's back files of
current periodicals are now largely maintained on microfilm
rather than bound as was the previous practice. A selected list
of Boston and national newspapers are received on a current
basis on microfilm. However, unless funds are made available
soon the library's valuable collection of Massachusetts news-
papers will simply disappear. Many of these newspaper files
are unique and are to be found nowhere else. Also fitting into
this category are the library's collections of scrapbooks of
Beacon Hill political news. Congressional hearing transcripts,
and town and city annual reports. The library's collection of
Massachusetts official state publications and documents is unique
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in its completeness. Here again high-acid paper will inevitably
lead to deterioration unless it is converted to microform.
In all of these cases of disintegrating papers, time is
of an essence. Every year delayed brings doomsday for these
records one year closer.
Bibliographic Control
If a library is to perform its functions competently, it
is of the highest importance that access to the material in
the libraries be quick, accurate, and definitive. This is
called bibliographic control. The way libraries carry out
this vital internal function has been revolutionized within
the past ten years and probably will continue to change with
even greater speed in the next ten years. Increased process-
ing costs, coupled with the information explosion, have pro-
pelled libraries inevitably toward computer based cataloging
technology. The Library of Congress has taken a major role in
these revolutionary changes by producing all of its current
cataloging in a machine readable format. The Ohio College
Library Center (OCLC) has in turn made this Library of Congress
catalog information, as well as contributed cataloging from
hundreds of other libraries, available to libraries nationwide
through cathode-ray tube terminals in hundreds of library loca-
tions. In New England access to OCLC is available through the
New England Library Network (NELINET) , a division of the New
England Board of Education.
Four years ago the State Library's cataloging system, when
compared to the modern library technical service described
above, was as similar as a 'quaint cottage industry' is to a
modern computerized industrial plant. Major changes have taken
place in the State Library's technical services since then and
even more drastic changes will be required in order to permit
the library to deliver improved services to the legislative and
executive branches efficiently and cost effectively.
Two years ago the library converted from the Dewey decimal
classification system which it had used since about 1900 to
the Library of Congress classification system. All new material
being added to the library is being classified in this manner.
It has been decided to limit reclassification of material al-
ready cataloged to only that material which is in regular use,
such as the reference and the law collections, and material
added to the library since 1960. Older material will remain in
the Dewey system for the forseeable future, but will be housed
in the more remote stack areas. Reclassification of the post-
1960 material is to proceed at the same pace as the collection
weeding so that none of this newer material is retired to the
remote stacks.
The State Library ' s change to the Library of Congress clas-
sification system is an incalcuable economy. This change has
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prepared the library to derive maximum benefit from the OCLC
cataloging data bank mentioned before. The next step in the
reorganization of the library's technical services is to obtain
the necessary hardware for this automated system and tie-in
with NELINET.
LIBRARY SERVICE
The library provides both traditional and unique services
to its constituency. Although the quality of those services
have been improving over the past years, the library has been
unable to expand its services due to personnel and budget con-
straints .
The present major services provided by the library are:
A . Legislative Research/Information
The information and research requirements of the
General Court have burgeoned in the past ten years.
Highly complex legislation has been under discussion
and enacted. Hopefully those discussions and enact-
ments have been significantly bettered by having had
the State Library as an information resource. Most
of the legislative committees have technically compe-
tent staffs who require information resources to be
readily available to make recommendations or reports
on pending legislation. Options in legislation must
be weighed with full information available. Previous
legislative intent is frequently only available in re-
ports located in the State Library. The quality of
legislation is more often than not determined by the
information available to the members at the time of
passage. The State Library plays an important role
in that legislative process.
Quoting from a report prepared by Legis 50/The
Center for Legislative Improvement for the Illinois
General Assembly and called Comprehensive Legisla -
tive Information and Research Services :
"There is little question that public confidence
in the ability of all legislatures tr assess important
issues, isolate the needs of the public and formulate
sound programs has waned in recent year s ... There is
the growing concern that legislatures are not respond-
ing to public needs with the insight and foresight
required
.
There must be a dramatic rate of improvement in
the legislature's capacity to respond intelligently
to public demands, to innovate creatively in the formu-
lation of public policy, to guide the operations of
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government, especially in the fiscal and regulatory
fields, and to integrate conflicting demands in an
increasingly complex society. If there is not, it
is entirely too likely that a compelling number of
Americans will abandon interest in or hope for the
incremental proposals which have characterized the
legislative reform movement of the past decade and
demand more radical revision of the political system.
In an age of increasing specialization and giant
bureaucracies, therefore, legislatures have the res-
ponsibility to look at the technological and social,
as well as political implications of current issues
without undue reliance upon vested interests, pres-
sure groups, executive agencies, or federal depart-
ments', however forthright and well meaning they may
be. Legislatures must equip themselves to deal in-
dependently and knowledgeably with complex contem-
porary issues such as environmental protection,
economic growth, land-use regulations, and regula-
tion of commercial activities. Whether legislatures
are to reach such a degree of competency depends in
great measure upon the quality of current and indep -
endent information that is available .
"
Reference and Information Service
Traditional assistance is rendered to library users
in person, by telephone, and by letter. This service may
consist of helping users find information or actually pro-
viding the information needed. Both types of service re-
quire skilled sophisticated professional personnel in
sufficient numbers to insure that the service rendered is
rapid and accurate.
It also requires the production of written aids or
guides to the library's collections and their use. To
this end the library staff wrote a Guide to Legislative
and Government Research for use by State Library users.
Other such aids are needed for the library's microform
collectiorv map/atlas collection, manuscript collection,
Massachusetts documents collection, and historic records
collection
.
Government Publications
The federal government is one of the largest publi-
shers of information in the world. It generates more than
100,000 reports a year, plus 450,000 articles, books and
papers. Granted that much of the material is irrelevant
to state policy formation, the data contained in this
mountain of documentation should be available to state
legislators and the executive agencies. The State Library
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is a selective depository for these publications and re-
ceives hundreds of federal publications automatically each
week at no charge. These are carefully controlled on re-
ceipt and provide a rich informational source tapped by
businesses, law firms, and private citizens, as well as all
of the various agencies of the Commonwealth's government.
Major changes in these publications' format and bibliographic
control are being undertaken by the U.S. Government Printing
Office, and the library must be prepared to make significant
changes in its manner of handling them. These changes will
entail among other things the need to add equipment capable
of duplicating this microfiche for a fee for users to take
with them. This rich document information bank requires a
sophisticated staff to retrieve needed materials. It is
also a state government resource available to the citizens
of the Commonwealth which should be given additional and
wider publicity.
The Commonwealth itself is a publisher and its publi-
cations contain invaluable information concerning the state,
its government, and its economy. The State Library is the
only agency definitively collecting and preserving this im-
portant documentation. The State Library catalogs these
publications following international cataloging standards.
This State Library document catalog information should be
entered into the Library of Congress' machine readable bib-
liographic data bank and made available for library use
throughout the country, but more particularly for use by the
other libraries in Massachusetts which collect state publi-
cations. The library publicizes the state's publications
through a monthly bibliographic listing. When copies are
available, the library obtains and distributes copies to
four other major libraries in the Commonwealth who in turn
make them available to interested citizens in pursuit of
information about the state's government.
Through a commercial microfilm company, the State
Library has arranged to have the Commonwealth's official
publications received by the library placed on microfilm
monthly and marketed to research libraries all over the
country
.
The State Library also engages in an extensive web of
exchanges with libraries all over the United States insuring
that the legal documents of Massachusetts are widely avail-
able to citizens and lawyers in other states and countries.
In turn the State Library is able to make available in
Boston the laws of these other states.
The Legal Collection
The State Library's legal collection is specifically
geared to serve the requirements of the various state offi-
cers and their counsels, all of the constitutional officers.
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including the Attorney General, and the General Court. The
law collection is limited as the legal research needs of
this constituency are limited. The collection must be kept
current and up-to-date if it is to serve this important
role with any amount of relevance.
It's necessary, however, to keep two important things
in mind. The State Library is an open publicly supported
library and is the only large law library in the Boston
area available to the general public. The public libraries
in the region have very limited law collections and the
Social Law Library, while it serves the judicial branch and
is available to state attorneys, is not open to the general
public. This is also the case with most of the nearest
county law libraries. Therefore, a considerable number of
the general public in pursuit of legal information come to
the State Library. This service must be carefully distin-
guished from legal advice, which is not provided. These
legal users cannot be turned away because many of their
questions are perfectly legitimate inquiries of the state
government. The Commonwealth and its library must be able
to provide this type of legal information.
The second important consideration that must be kept
in mind concerning the State Library's law collection is
the great number of law and graduate students in the Boston
area who find the State Library's special legal and histor-
ical collections useful. All of these students have per-
fectly adequate law libraries in their home institutions.
The State Library makes no special effort to attract or
service college or law students in their regular school
assignments. The simple fact remains, however, that they
come to use the library's special collections since this
kind of material is available nowhere else in the Boston
area. To this extent they are legitimate users of the
State Library. The library, however, must have sufficient
staff to serve these student's needs and enough space for
them to work. At present the staff is too overextended to
offer more than peripheral service in crowded conditions.
E . Periodicals and Newspaper Service
Frequently the first place new ideas and concepts
appear in printed form are in newspaper or journal articles.
These are the nerve endings of the whole informational body.
The bibliographic control and retrieval of materials found
in this serial format requires highly skilled staff.
The library has participated in the creation of a union
list of periodicals currently received by the nine member
libraries of the Boston Library Consortium. This listing
makes it possible for the library's staff to locate most
requested periodical titles not currently received by the
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state Library. Through interlibrary loan service photo-
copies of needed articles in the journals not received by
the State Library can be requested for library users.
From the machine-readable data base from which the
union list was produced, the State Library can also produce
a list of its current periodicals which in turn can be dis-
tributed more widely to other libraries and research units
on and around Beacon Hill.
Current Awareness
Legislators and state administrators are busy people
and seldom have time to consume the bulk of reading material
required to have a full understanding of the problems of
state which these officials face everyday. The information
and publication explosion has only exacerbated this burden.
Some of the material required for rational policymaking
decisions can be condensed by aides and assistants. However,
the State Library plays a valuable role in this condensation
process by daily screening new material being added to the
library for items of particular significance or articles of
special interest on subjects pertinent to the concerns of the
General Court or the executive agencies.
At present the library does this screening on a rela-
tively limited scale and from the gleanings of this daily
process publishes two monthly bibliographic listings. One
publication highlights items added to the library concerning
Massachusetts or its people. The other publication calls
attention to current items on or about public problems that
the staff feel will be of interest to state officials. The
library also sends photocopies of pertinent articles when
an individual official asks the staff to be alert to new
writings on a particular subject. Both of these services
should be expanded to a larger audience in order that a
larger number of state officials may be users of the library's
collections. Staffing constraints, however, prevent any
kind of promotion or expansion of this potentially valuable
service
.
Maps and Atlases
Since its founding the State Library has collected maps
of all kinds, of all times, and of all places. It now is
one of the most valuable map collections in the Boston area.
A great amount of conservation work is required on this
collection and it needs proper equipment to house it. It
also needs to be enhanced by the addition of appropriate
contemporary cartography. The maps need reorganization and
cataloging. A published guide and finding brochure should
be produced to make the availability of these maps better
known. This special rich collection has never received any
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promotion so that many potential users don't even know of
its existence.
H . Areas for Expansion of Services
As has been reiterated over and over again, the in-
formation explosion is overwhelming us and the use of the
State Library's potential role as a funnel for this infor-
mation has been sharply limited by the constraints of space,
budget, and staff. Besides continuing and improving the
traditional services already being provided by the State
Library, there are a number of other information services
that are presently available at a reasonable cost that the
State Library should be either participating in or offering
to its users.
1) Quick access to federal documentation and statis-
tics, is essential and urgent. Computer terminal access to
the automated data banks of the Congressional Information
Service (CIS) and the Library of Congress' Congressional
Research Service (CRS) is now available and the State
Library must be ready and able to make these available on
Beacon Hill. Both would enormously enhance the information
service capability of the State Library to the General Court
and the executive officers.
2) Rapid access to newspaper information included in
vast machine readable data banks is now available through
the New York Times. Similar, but even better, access to the
material appearing in the Boston Globe will soon be available.
This kind of information is in constant demand in the State
Library and the necessary equipment must be acquired to gain
access to it.
3) The State Library should be taking a larger role
in providing legal and legislative reference service to the
general public. Such information service is almost nonexist-
ent in the local library. Normally these small libraries
refer the inquirer to either the State Library, the three
regional libraries, or the county law library. Most public
librarians are not familiar with legal and legislative ma-
terials or even the terminology used in this kind of reference
service
.
It should be one of the missions of the State Library
to promote the development of basic legal and legislative
information service at the local level. This would involve
assisting in the improvement of both the local libraries'
basic legal reference collections and the public librarians'
skills in handling this type of information request. The
State Library and the Social Law Library are the two libraries
in the Commonwealth with both the expertise and the collec-
tions to promote this state-wide development and act as
resource libraries of last resort for this type of inquiry.
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An information system such as this would aid immeasurably
the efforts in support of "open government" and freedom of
information
.
4) The general public should have rapid and easy
access to the current status of pending legislation in the
Massachusetts General Court. A simple system is needed in
which the public could make such inquiries at their local
public library which in turn would call the State Library
on a toll-free telephone line for the information. Complex
inquiries could be referred to either House or Senate Clerk.
This would serve to help upgrade the public image of the
General Court by opening up the legislative system to greater
positive public visibility. The placement of one of the
legislative computer terminals with its printer attachment
in the State Library would make this possible if the library's
staffing were stabilized at an optimal level.
5) History is made every day in the chambers and corridors
of the State House. Very little of it is ever recorded for
the use of posterity. An active program of recording oral
history is very much needed. A program of skillfully inter-
viewing policy makers past and present, with the aid of a
tape recorder can catch the memories of leaders who are most
unlikely to ever put them in a written form. From these
tapes can be written the future histories of the Commonwealth's
government. The State Library is the natural agency to
coordinate such a program in cooperation with the legislature
and other executive agencies.
6) The library's collection is vastly larger than any
of the Massachusetts state college and university libraries,
except the university library in Amherst. The State Library
should be able to serve as an additional library resource
for these state supported libraries. These libraries should
be able to submit interlibrary loan requests for students with
ease to the State Library and be able to refer students and
faculty working on special projects to the State Library as
one of many special information resources available to them
in this region. Similar direct special information services
should be available to town and city officials, planning
officials, especially at the regional level, historical soci-
eties, and the state agency libraries. Furthermore, the
library will be developing staff with specialized knowledge
and skills such as the conservation of library materials, the
use of legal reference works, automated data retrieval, etc.
These special skills should be shared with other libraries
in the state through a field advisory service. This would
not be duplicative of the field services provided by the Board
of Library Commissioners since the State Library's staff
specialties are far different from those of the Board's staff.
This role as resource library cannot be even attempted, let
alone promoted, by State Library unless staff and financial
resources are stabilized and increased.
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RELATIONSHIPS
The State Library must interface its resources and services
with other state agencies and other libraries. This must be
done in an efficient, effective manner that will avoid unneces-
sary duplication of effort and library collections.
A) The Social Law Library located in the Suffolk County
Court House is a private law library governed as a nonprofit
corporation by a sel fi-perpetuat ing board of trustees. It re-
ceives an annual appropriation from the Commonwealth as part
of the judicial budget to provide law library service to the
judicial branch and the state's attorneys. This is a library
for lawyers practicing private law as well as public law. The
State Library and the Social Law Library have the same core
law collections, but they vary substantially on research emphasis.
These two libraries have always cooperated closely and their
collections complement each other; they do not compete.
B) The State Library and the State Archives, a division
of the Secretary of State's Office, have a fairly clear working
understanding that the library normally collects the printed
record of the Commonwealth, while the archives collects the
written or manuscript record of the state. Neither collect
private citizens' papers unless an individual has played a
significant role in some state project or historical event,
or unless the papers are likely to be lost to scholarship if they
are not acquired. To as large an extent as possible, these
two cooperating agencies share resources, space, and equipment.
For these reasons, and for the convenience of the largely over-
lapping user groups, the two agencies cannot be far separated.
This certainly lends support to joint planning for improving
the quarters of both the library and archives.
Questions must be raised about the cost effectiveness and
logic of transferring the State's archives to distant Columbia
Point. Without equivocation the archives are presently miser-
ably housed in what must be one of the most grotesque situations
in the thirteen original colonies. Adequate housing for these
precious elements of the Commonwealth's heritage is of paramount
urgency. However, to permanently separate the State Archives
and the State Library with the distance fi^om Beacon Hill to
Dorchester is illogical. The two historic collections must fre-
quently be used together in order to be effective. Historical
and governmental research would be delivered a stinging blow
by this wide separation. Tourists in downtown Boston would pre-
sumably ose access to the Archives Museum.
A better solution to this problem would include the con-
struction under the State House's west wing lawn of a facility
comparable to the Pusey Library at Harvard. Here would be housed
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the historic documentation of the Commonwealth in quarters which
could be shared by the State Library's rare and special collec*
tions. The less historic records presently housed at the Grafton
State Hospital and a hundred other locations could be housed in
a much larger but less monumental building in the nature of a
"bonded" warehouse on a site hopefully on land presently owned by
the state outside the Route 128 belt and far from methane gas,
the sea, and flood producing streams. The need of the archives
is desparate, but the Commonwealth in its desperation should not
rush into a solution which may only compound the problems.
C) The Commonwealth has a special relationship with the
many town, city and county historical societies. These societies
perform services which unless done by these voluntary groups
would have to be undertaken by the state or the cities or towns
at a considerably increased cost. It therefore behooves the
Commonwealth to provide as much support to these groups as pos-
sible. The State Archives and the Massachusetts Historical Com-
mission already work with these local societies. The State
Library needs to publicize the availability and strength of its
rich Massachusetts historical collections and serve as a central
library resource for all of these groups. For this purpose the
library staff responsible for conservation and the historical
collections must be strong enough to enable them to assume ad-
ditional field responsibilities.
D) The State Bookstore, properly managed, should provide
a good citizen service considerably neglected in the past. It
should also eventually relieve the State Library of some of
its role in the actual distribution of state documents. Since
its beginnings the Commonwealth and its library have been ex-
changing its various legal publications with the other states
of the union, There has been in the past considerable confusion
with the mailing lists and the actual distribution. It would
seem to make good management sense to place responsibility with
the State Librarian for the maintenance of the mailing lists,
since the library is more aware of the constant changes needed,
and place responsibility for the actual physical mailing process
with the bookstore. This would eliminate the need to move the
publications from place to place around the State House.
E) The Boston Public Library serves as the large public
resource library for the Commonwealth and receives annual state
support for this role. Its collections are broad and deep in
coverage of the world's knowledge and its literature. The State
Library does not attempt to duplicate this library's collections,
but instead concentrates on its own specialized role and collec-
tions. The State Library will transfer to the public library
and to other institutions those parts of its existing collection
which have accreted over the decades and which now have no rele-
vance to the State Library's contemporary role.
F) In order to gain access to special and technical library
collections for use by state researchers, the State Library has
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entered into cooperative library groupings. The Boston Library
Consortium is a nonprofit corporation made up of the libraries
of the University of Massachusetts, Boston University, Boston
College, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Brandeis
University, Tufts University, Northeastern University, Wellesley
College, and the Boston Public Library. The State Library is
an affiliate member of this consortium and thereby state legis-
lative and executive research staffs gain access to all of those
other libraries' collections. The long-range potentialities of
libraries cooperating together is so great that this consortium
should grow in size and capability. Similar cooperative efforts
should be developed among the other state academic institutions'
1 ibrar ies
.
G) Scattered throughout the state's agencies are small
specialized libraries or book collections. At last count there
were over forty such "libraries" known. They are testament to
the State Library's historic inability to provide the broad
library services required by the state's government. They are
also witness to the inef f iciencies and added expense generated
by a wide geographical dispersal of state agencies. There is
no question that state agencies require library derived infor-
mation rapidly and conveniently. Employees cannot be expected
to go miles to consult basic working information tools. Under
the aegis of the State Library serving as the state government's
central resource library, working guidelines should be promulgated
that establish clearly when, where, and how such subsidiary in-
formation centers should be established. The state government's
information needs must be met; let it be done in an orderly,
efficient and cost effective manner.
H) The judicial branch and all of its subdivisions have
more than eighteen law libraries scattered around in the vari-
ous county or district court houses. There is no accurate current
record of how many of the district courts maintain law libraries.
All of these law libraries are presently maintained out of the
annual county budgets. A few of them are fine small libraries
which provide excellent service to the courts and the Common-
wealth's legal establishment. Some, however, are embarassing
imitations of what is really required. When the total costs of
the judicial branch are placed in the state budget, the law
libraries' costs should also be assumed by the state. The cen-
tral judicial management working under the guidance and counsel
of the Social Law Library and the State Libfeary should then make
every effort to bring the service provided by the courts' law
libraries up to an acceptable level. The State Library, again
in cooperation with the Social Law Library, can serve as a
central resource library to which these libraries could turn to
meet special requests from the bench and the bar.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
In order for this plan for the development and promotion of
the State Library as a central state information resource serving
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new audiences with new methods to be realized the following
objectives or goals must be achieved.
A , Quarters
1. Assign additional space on the State House's 5th floor
to the State Library for staff work space.
2. Move built-in map cabinets and drawers from the libr-
ary's mezzanine to the library's west wing annex.
3. Carpet library's mezzanine and former work space for
improved accoustical qualities.
4. Convert most of library's present work area to reader
use with new shelving, study carrels, tables, and
chairs.
5. Replace library's main card catalog cabinets, with
standard modern equipment.
6. Prepare plans and specifications for major renovation
and air conditioning of State Library.
7. Obtain major capitol appropriation and proceed with
major renovations.
8. Prepare schematic plans for joint archives/library
facility under west lawn of State House and present
them to Beacon Hill community and archival/scholarly
community for reaction.
9. Prepare final plans and specifications for above
proposal
.
10, Obtain major capitol appropriation and proceed with
construction of joint archival/library facility.
B . Staff ing
11.. Establish career ladder for professional librarians
in the state service.
12. Study classification of all positions in State Library
and make necessary upgradings or adjustments.
13. Fill all State Library positions currently vacant
and all future vacancies in conformity with proposed,
staffing plan.
14. Create eleven new technical or professional positions
on library staff.
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The Collection
15. Continue to add contemporary and historic material
so as to continue the development of the library's
collection as defined.
16. Continue to purge the collection of an additional
81,000 items selected as irrelevant or obsolete.
17. Shift the whole collection so as to make space for
new material and to make access to materials easier.
18. Remove rare and unique items to the treasure room/
vault for better security and preservation.
19. Recla'ssify into LC classification scheme all post-1960
nongovernmental publications in library's collection.
20. Establish a special collections/conservation unit
in the library's organization and move forward with
conservation efforts on library's treasures. Recatalog
all rare material.
21. Convert more of the library's collection to microform,
especially federal documents, the newspaper collection,
and Massachusetts state publications.
22. Join NELINET and gain access by computer terminal to
OCLC/MARC cataloging data base. Change systems and
train staff. Add necessary technical staff.
23. Bring all serials in library's collection under close
bibliographic control.
24. Verify and absorb the thousands of Massachusetts offi-
cial publications received as gifts and backlogged in
the library.
25. Review the present collection of Massachusetts offi-
cial publications for future microfilming, rarities,
and obsolete material.
26. Prepare for the changes being made in the format and
nature of federal publications being sent to deposi-
tory libraries.
27. Reorganize and recatalog map and atlas collection and
move forward with conservation efforts.
Library Service
28. Promote the availability and use of the library's
federal publication collection.
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29. Update and review all exchange agreements for accuracy
and equitabil ity
.
30. Continue to promote the library's special legislative
services to the members and staff of the General Court.
31. Plan for expansion of the current awareness activities
by developing the concept of staff information specia-
lists who work specifically on feeding information to
General Court committees and state executive agency
researchers. Provide on request in-depth reference
service from ttie State Library or other area libraries.
32. Acquire a Congressional Information Service data bank
terminal in order to gain rapid access to federal con-
gressional activity.
33. In cooperation with the General Court's Science Re-
source Network seek access through a computer terminal
to the data banks of the Library of Congress' Congres-
sional Research Service.
34. Plan to acquire computer terminal access to the news-
paper data banks being established by the Boston Globe
^
and already available through the New York Times .
35. Acquire an access terminal to the General Court's legis-
lative status data bank in the State Library and establish
a state-wide information network for this through the
reference departments of the regional and town and city
1 ibraries
.
36. Continue to promote the availability of the library's
collections among the state's academic libraries,
historical societies, county law libraries, and state
agency libraries,
37. Begin serving as a statewide resource library for city
and town officials, town planning officials, and
regional planning offices.
38. Transfer the exchange mailing of state publications to
the bookstore.
39. Produce finding aid/promotional piece for the library's
microform collection.
40. Produce finding aid/promotional piece for the library's
collection of Massachusetts state publications.
41. Produce a definitive bibliography of Massachusetts
state publ icat ions ^ 1780 to date. This would be kept
current by the library annual publication Massachusetts
Executive Department Publications .
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42. Produce an annual list of current periodicals received
by State Library for distribution to other libraries
in the state, especially the state agency departmental
1 ibraries
.
43. Produce f inding-quide/promotional piece for library's
map/atlas collection.
E . Relat ionships
44. Working with the Secretary of Administration and
Finance set up guidelines for the establishment and
management of small libraries in other state agencies.
45. Survey the presently established agency libraries and
publish a directory to their services and collections.
46. Survey the present court law libraries and submit a
report with recommendations to the chief justice.
January 1978
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